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ABSTRACT
 
This thesisinvestigates how modeling enhances the transference of
 
metacognitive writing strategiesinjunior high school students. Previousstudies
 
focused on collegeorelementary school students. After establishing acommon
 
vocabulary and explicating textsfortheir adherence to,or deviationfrom,genre specific
 
attributes,students used planning sheets and peer workshops as scaffolds throughout
 
the processofproducing theirown myths,legends orfolktales. After completing their
 
stories,studentsreflected upon their usesofthe strategies and speculated asto their
 
ability to use the strategiesin tihefuture withoutdirectinstructorintervention.
 
Based on the responsesofstudent groups,this type ofteaching may help
 
students think systematically abouta given writing situation. However,students who
 
reported thattheyfeltconfidentin their ability to transfer metacognitive writing strategies
 
wereless enthusiastic aboutthe scaffolding than students who wereambiguousabout
 
their ability to transfer metacognitive strategies tofuture assignments. Teachers
 
choosing to use metacognitive teaching strategies with studentsin the agerange studied
 
mustrememberthatsome students already possess valid metacognitive strategies.
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CHAPTER 1
 
The simplestofwriting assignmentsis neversimple. Creating and
 
recreating purpose and productduring the writing process usually takes place on an
 
unconsciouslevelfor many students and therefore seemseither simple(automatic)or
 
simply ajob to bedone despite notknowing how,exactly,to do thejob. Students
 
should and can be taughtto consciously and systematically connectreading to writing,
 
particularly re-reading theirown writings,to make the unconscious processes of writing
 
clearer and,ifnotsimple,comprehensible. Teaching students how to take conscious
 
control oftheir writing processes is teaching them how to think on a metacognitive level.
 
Metacognitionis defined as thinking aboutthinking. A designation between
 
cognition and metacognition isin order. AsBicalindemann assertsin A Rhetoricfor
 
Writing Teachers,psychologists use cognition to describe two kinds ofknowledge;
 
knowledge attained through awareness,seeing or perception and knowledge attained
 
throughjudgment,thinking orconception(57). Lindemann notes thatthisis an artificial
 
distinction because the two kindsofknowledge must work together. Metacognition
 
takestheseideastoa higherlevel by emphasizing thatone reachesa metacognitive level
 
through reflection over knowledge acquired by makingjudgments. When a writer
 
consciously reflects on decisions made during a writing process,often reorganizing and
 
revising the written productasa resultofthese reflections,a writer hasreached a
 
metacognitive state. Because this conceptoverlaps psychology and composition,one
 
mustcpnsiderthat writing is an aid to thinking and development;itis notonlya means
 
ofcommunicationto an audience. Enabling studentsto develop consciouscontrol over
 
theircomposing processes may also help them develop the appraisal andinquiry skills
 
necessary to think beyond a superficial level aboutfuture matters,notjusta particular
 
writing assignment.
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Linda Flowerand hercolleague JohnR.Hayeshave written extensively on writing
 
asa cognitive process which requires writers to explicitly choose steategies and shift
 
between levels ofconscious processing,diusengaging in metacognitive coiitrol ofthe
 
writing process. Theirresearch has provenextremely iirfluential; however,mostofHower
 
and Hayes'research has been on college students and adultwriters who probably approach
 
the writing task with a more developed repertoire ofstrategiesthan doeventhe most
 
prepared adolescents,/^enteaching adolescentsratherthan adults,one mustaccountfor
 
thefactthatthe lessexperienced a writer is,thefewer strategies,implicitor explicit,she has
 
ather disposal. In"Cognitive Studies and Teaching Writing," AndreaA.Lunsford uses
 
Cognitive psycholgistWilliam Perry's theoriesto assertthat adolescentsinhabita very
 
differentdevelopmentalspacethan adults. Adolsecentsmay be struggling toadjustto the
 
idea that problenas,such as writing situations,can besuccessfully completed ina variety of
 
ways(150-152). Additionally,mostofFlowerand Hayes'subjects have chosen toface the
 
challengesofcollege,which suggestsa willingnessto engagein higherlevel thinking.
 
Flowerand HayCs'findings,therefore,mustbe carefully considered before applying them
 
to ajuniorhigh or high school composition class which mustaccoinmodate all students,not
 
students who have chosen to bein situations where writing is essential; WhileFlowerand
 
Hayes'napdels ofwriting processes have influenced mythinking about writing instruction,
 
it is nottheir modelsthatIfind mostuseful. Rather,itis tiie identification and naming of
 
the processes,such as task representation, which writersreport engaging in. Thatnoted,
 
theidea ofwriting asa multi-level,embedded processand theimportanceofsequencing
 
advanced in Flower's"TakingThought: TheRole ofConsciousProcessing in the Making
 
ofMeaning"offer significant mattersfor considerationin any composition class thatseeks
 
to teach a metacognitive approach to writing.
 
In"Changesin Poor Readers'Knowledge ofCognition and the Association of
 
MichaelS.Meloth applied cognitive theories to the teaching ofreading andidentified three
 
typesofknowledge necessaryfor higherreading comprehension in a study set ofthird
 
grade students. Declarative knowledge wasthe ability to define a particularreading
 
strategy,while procedural knowledgeinvolved knowing how to engagein variousreading
 
strategies. Conditional knowledge,which would be evidence ofmetacognitive reading
 
control,wasknowing when to read in a particular style. Though these three theoriesfirst
 
applied to reading,I believe that appljdng and adapting these knowledge types to writing
 
may assistteachersin seeing the levels ofcontrol thatstudents use when writing. In this
 
interpretation,declarative knowledge wouldinvolve recognizing the conventions ofa genre,
 
procedural knowledge would bethe ability to write within those conventions and conditional
 
knowledge would be knowing when to use or bypass certain conventions depending upon
 
the rhetoricalfocusofthe writer. Reachingalevel ofconditional knowledge would indicate
 
thata writeris engaging in conscious control ofthe writing process,and thus,in
 
metacognition.
 
Itshould benoted thatthe three types ofmetacognitive knowledge mentioned above
 
do notnecessarilyfitinto a hierarchy,as they did when applied to reading strategies. For
 
instance,a studentmay be able to demonstrateconditional knowledgeofa genre by deciding
 
toleave dialogue outofa story,butbe unableto demonstrate declarative knowledge
 
(knowledge ofa genre's conventions)ofother aspects ofthat genre.
 
Carl Bereiter and Marlene Scardemalia assert that there are two modelsofcomposing
 
that peopletend tofollow and thatone may write well or poorly using either one,butthat
 
the morecomplex one,whichinvolves making writing atask thatgrowsin complexity asa
 
writer's competence grows,thus replacing old,surmounted problems with oneson higher
 
levels,makes writersable to gain more cognitive developmentbenefits while generally
 
producing"higherlevels ofliterary quality"(5). They posittwoinstructional methods
 
which may encourage students to use their own self-regulatory strategies,thus engaging in
 
metacogmtion.Thefirstm method,procedurefacilitation,seeks toreduce the
 
burden ofbringing more self-regulationto the writing process by using"routines and
 
extemal aides." Thesecond instructional methodis goal concretization. Thisinvolves
 
using"substitute goalsofa mbre concrete and stable type than those naturally occurringin
 
compositional tasks" In mystudy,a variety ofplan sheets and Workshopsachieve
 
this. Thoughthe researcherscharacterize these self-regulation Strategies asleading to
 
increasingly mature congnition,Iwouldargue that adolescents'engagementin even basic
 
self-regulation andjudgmentmust be considered metacognition because they are working at
 
their highestlevelsand consciously choosing how to approach the writing project with tiie
 
aide ofan instructor. Behaviorsconsidered proofofmetacognitionin mature writerscarmot
 
beexpected to manifestidenticallyinlessexperienced writers.
 
AspsychologistJohn Havell pointsoutin"Cognitive Development: Past,Present
 
and Future,"children donotprocess the world as adultsdo,so why should researchers
 
expectthem to processa writing task in the same way? Children are,and perhaps adults
 
should be,constantly engagedin the developmentofcognitive strategies to makesense of
 
the world(1(X)5). When one writesto transform knowledge,oneis doingjustthat: making
 
sense ofa literary world or acomposing task.
 
Lunsford contends that studies ofcognitive developmentprovide a basisfor
 
pedagogy tiiatiinites thought,language and action. In her view,the woi'ksofHagetand
 
Vygotsky are highly provocativefor writirig teachers because students must"think
 
abstractly and Torrh^ly"'while writing and because tiieir worksuggests thatinstruction
 
irifluences developnient(148). Lunsford seesKagetasa positiveinfluence on composition
 
instruction because his theoriesrecognize thatcognitive developmentrnustinvolve
 
constructing one'sown realities, which involvesthe knowledgetransforming approach
 
found in FlowerandHayes. The problems with Kaget'stheories,such as universality and
 
the dynamic nature pfcognitive development,should not preclude applicatibn ofthese ideas
 
in a classroom. Hisconception oflearning as occurring when students are'decentered'
 
enough to resolve discrepancies between old and new information correspondsto
 
Vygotsky'sconceptoftiie zone ofproximal development,thatis the area between what
 
leamersknow and whatthey need orfeel they need to know. Ifcomposition instructors aim
 
to getstudents working in the space between the known and the unknown,notonly will
 
they be helping students become better writers by broadening their areas ofconsideration,
 
they will be helping studentsto become more conscious thinkers. AsLunsford puts it:
 
...we canidentify certain cognitive strategies thatcan betaughtand,incidentally,
 
thatdoing so is as,ifnot more,importantthan identifying stages or models. Such
 
an argumentrests...on my basic agreement with Vygotsky and others who say
 
thatinstruction canfoster development. In particular,I agree with Vygotsky's
 
notion thata student's'zone ofpotential development'can be broadened and moved
 
forward by the kind ofconstruction that'marches slightly ahead'ofthe student,thus
 
allowing thatstudent's reach only slightly to exceed hisor her grasp(157).
 
Lunsford here encapsulates whatmay bethe mostimportantconsiderationforteachers
 
interested in the interaction between cognitive development,language,thoughtand action.
 
In"TheProcess ofWriting and the ProcessofLearning," LeeOdeU urgesteachers
 
to identify"the conceptual activities writers needto engage in asthey try to understand and
 
write aboutspecific sets ofdata"(104). By doing so,teachers have the opportunity to
 
anticipate when student writers may be working within thezone ofproximal development.
 
Whenteachers provide examplesofgenres and engagein the reading and writing processes
 
with students,they are engaging in modeling behavior whichfacilitates leaming. Later,
 
student-produced texts can serve as modelsas well and,perhaps because oftheir unpolished
 
nature,may proveeven morecompelling as modelsfor eighth graders who generallyseem
 
to beintensely interested inhow they compare to their peers.
 
Theimportance ofthe interaction ofreaderand textcannotbe underestimated in this
 
study. Forstudentsto successfully write a specific genre,they mustnotonly be aware of
 
genre-specific attributes,they mustalso have modelsto draw uponin order to choose what
 
they will or will notdoin producing theirowntexts. Elizabeth A,Stolarek,in "Prose
 
Modeling and Metacognition: TheEffectofModelingonDevelopinga Metacognitive
 
Stance Toward Writing,"found thatnovice writers,when provided witha model,
 
description and explication ofan unfamiliar proseform,produced prose thatscored higher
 
on primary trait scoring than did expertwriters who were given model only or mOdeland
 
explicatiou(169). Whatthismay indicate is that modelingin and ofitstslfis notenough,
 
Teacherscannotexpectstudentsto produce atype oftextafter only reading examplesofthat
 
genre. Forsudcess,students need a description ofwhatthe genre-specific attributes ofa
 
text are and they also need to know hpw specific modelsexhibitthose attoibutes.Only then,
 
arm^withacache ofmodels,an understanding ofhow those modelsmeetgeme-specific
 
criteria anda knowledgeofwhatIhe criteria areinthefirst place,can students be expected to
 
exhibitalevel offluencyin writing,thereby increasing die strategies available tothem and
 
thelevels ofconsciouscontrol which they can access.
 
Mystudy wasinfluenced greatly by Bereiter and Scardemalia's model based inquiry
 
(MBI)and Raphaeland Englert's cognitive strategy instructionin writing(CSlW)which
 
bothinvolve using modelsand carefully sequenced instructional strategies which,in theory,
 
provide students with increasin^y complex and mature cognitive processes. Both ofthese
 
studies use instructional"scaffolding,"instructor provided materialsand techniques
 
designed to de-mystify the writing process and provide students witha supportsystem
 
throughoutthe writing process. Like the studies mentioned above,my study examinesthe
 
links between instruction,cognition and metacognitive control within writers. Mystudy
 
wasalso guided byOdelTscharge to break assignmentsdownintothe kinds ofbehaviorsin
 
which writers mustengage as wellasFlavelTs call to study how youngsters makesense of
 
the unfamiliar. Though Odell wasreferring specifically to writing asa meansofprocessing
 
informationinfields otherthan Biglish,his chargeto explicate assignments wasrelevantto
 
my study becauseI wasinterestedin breaking down the elementsofa writing assignment,
 
modeling and practicing each,flien allowing studentsto becomethe expertsin evaluating
 
theirown writing processes.
 
CHAPTER2
 
Modeling,which seemsto be keyfor students'understanding ofhow texts work,
 
can take manyforms. Thefirst,and mostobvious,involves having students read examples
 
ofdie type ofliterature they will be expected to produce. In this study,students were asked
 
to write eithera myth,legend orfolktale after a unitofexplicitinstruction in those genres
 
(see AppendixAforacomplete schedule ofthe unitand objectives). According to
 
Lindemann,writing coursesinfluenced by Piaget's theoriesshould emphasizefairly
 
concrete typesOfwriting,among these,simple stories,prior to the ninth grade(68). Using
 
the Prentice Hall literature book adoptedfor usein Califomiafor 1995,students read several
 
examples ofthese types oftales which,along with being able to hold adolescent attention,
 
are also briefenough to be read and explicated within a single class session.
 
Thestudentsin this study attended HookJr.High in Victorville,Califomiain
 
three combined English and history core classes ofheterogeneously grouped,multi
 
ethnic,multi-linguistic eighth graders during the spring of1995. Adolescentsin the 12­
14yearage range are a populationriot often studied by metacognition researchers.
 
Flowerand Hayesand Bereiterand Scardemalia concentrate on young adults while
 
Englertand Raphael study8-9year olds. Perhapsthisindicatesalack ofaccessamong
 
composition researchers to students atastage ofdevelopmentwherein individuality is
 
paradoxically emerging while acceptance by a group is also ofutmostimportance. If,
 
as Vygotsky'sand Haget's writings indicate,instraction canfoster development,
 
composition instmction thatintegrates cognitive developmenttechniques while also
 
addressing the teaching ofmetacognitive strategiesis most appropriateforstudentsin
 
this age group because it addressesthe need ofthe individualsto develop acommunity
 
while simultaneously reinforcing individuality and reflection on self.
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Approximately40students'work will be explored in this study. Thestudents,who
 
will be referred to byfirst name only,were chosen bytwofactors. First,students and their
 
parents had to give permissionfor their workto be used in the study. Seeondly,students
 
had to turn in a packetoftheir woricto documenttheprocessfrom begiimingto deadline.
 
The entire unitofinstruction took placeover one month while studente were also working
 
ona history project. Examplesofall ofthe plaiming sheets are provided in AppendicesD
 
■■andlEr'.:;' .v 
Before students were asked to read, however, a list of terms were definedinorder to 
give then! acommonvocabulary.One of the tenets of metacognitive thought involves 
explicitlynamingnot only the strategies one is using, but also establishing a discourse 
community which speaks a commonlanguage inrelation to reading and writing. With that 
established, the community can then engage in the construction of knowledge and the 
evaluation of texts. For this project, students were given definitions for myth, legend, 
folktale, hero, character trait, dialogue, dialect and exaggeration. For a list of definitions, 
see Appendix B. These terms Wesre chosen to allow students to decide whichkinds of 
stories they would write, tohelp them consider the complexity of what heroes are and what 
they represent, and toprovide them with stylistic choices tomake concerning speech and 
action within their stories. 
My study also sought to establish a common vocabrdary to describe attributes of the 
genres which served as models. First, we identified text attributes by defining the 
differences between myths andlegends; As we workedinto folklales, students pointed out 
that the boundaries between the genres were not as clear as they thought they wouldbe. 
Many mentionedhow aspects of the first two genres couldbe foundcombinedin follctales. 
Heroes provided another genre specific attribute of myths, legends and folktales. 
Students first mentioned the standard, comic-book conception of a hero which allowedus to 
enter into a discussion of how those heroes and the heroes inmyths, legends and folktales 
represent whatcultures value. Students were asked to makeinferences aboutcultures based
 
on the heroes we read about. In mostcases,students were able to see the physical aspects
 
thatcultures valued- strength,endurance,attractiveness- much more readily than they were
 
able to see affective attributes such ascompassion,altruism,cleverness,respect,and
 
reverence. This would bein keeping withthe students'rather concrete developmental stage,
 
and would also movethem intothezoneofproximal developmentto consider what
 
attributes their own heroes would eventually exhibit. Peers were invaluablein pointing out
 
the less obvious traits valued by the societies.
 
Another text attribute which wasemphasizedthrough instruction wasthe use of
 
dialogue. I consciously chose Grreek and Native American tales(which would have to
 
have been translated)with little or veryformal dialoguefor use early in the study to
 
allow studentsto contrastthem with the more recent,and originally English-language,
 
tales ofJohn Henry and Pecos Bill marked by theirfree use ofdialectand exaggeration.
 
Before students wereintroduced to those two characters,however,they were asked to
 
write a briefdialogue between Atalanta,aGreek heroine,and Naiya,aZuni hunter-

maiden. Both ofthe characters had dwelled outside oftheir traditional societal roles,but
 
had been retumed to those roles by the intervention ofgods. Students werefirst
 
involved in group instruction ofthe punctuation ofdialogue,reflecting Bereiter and
 
Scardemalia's approach ofestablishing a mutual understanding ofa writing strategy
 
rather than correctperformance ofit. Students were given homeworkfor practice and
 
the nextday were allowedto gooverthe work with a peer before turning itinfor
 
assessment. Thisreflects Bereiterand Scardemalia's call to allow peersto becomethe
 
expertsas well as the notion thatthezone ofproximal developmentis mosteasily
 
enteredinto with helpfrom peers. Suchan instructional strategy also takesinto
 
consideration that,atthis the stage ofdevelopment,students arefar moreinterested in
 
the approval oftheir peersthanin the approve ofadultauthorityfigures.
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Forthis study,students were divided intotwo groups based on their responses
 
to thefinal question ofthe unit which askedifthey would be able to generate theirown
 
listofquestionsto consideronfuture assignments. Gavelek and Raphael(1985)assert
 
that high level studentscan generate theirown questionstofosterreading
 
comprehension and thatstudents whocaneventually give up teacher-created scaffoldsof
 
questionsto enhance theircomprehension arelearning self-regulation strategies. I based
 
nay grouping on the ideathatoneofthe goals ofteaching metacognitive strategiesis to
 
enable studentsto ask theirown salient questionsso thatthey can apply questioning
 
strategiesfrom this unitto other contexts.
 
Students whoexpressed confidencein their ability to transfer questioning
 
strategies to other writing tasks will be referred to asthe confidentgroup while students
 
who were either uncertain orfelt unatile to generate questions will be referred to asthe
 
ambiguous group. Icompared the results ofa test given to twenty membersofthe
 
confident group with those ofseventeen membersofthe ambiguousgroup. Thoughby
 
no meansa scientific sampling,I did find tiie resulting percentagesinteresting because
 
ofwhatthey reveal aboutthe asstimed link between high metacognitive ability(which
 
may be presentin students whoreportthatthey would be able to generate theirown
 
questionsto begin a writing task)and successin problem solving(as measured by
 
performance on a test).
 
After students had finished reading models ofmythsand legends,butbefore
 
they began writing theirown texts,they tooka testoverthe material(see Appendix C).
 
I placed the emphasison straight recall,orcognition,and limited the use of
 
metacognition tothe declarative and conditional types. Students wereencouraged to
 
reviewforfifteen minutes with a partner before the test,thususing theinteraction of
 
membersofan established discoursecommunity to reinforce theirknowledge base.
 
Thoughstudentscould use any oftheir study materialsto review,vocabulary lists
 
 proved the mostpopular tool. The resultsofthe test were provided to students before
 
they began drafting to help clarify ideas necessaiy to complete the writing assignment.
 
Table:
 
on the ObjectiveTest
 
Sections: 3 4 6*
 
Confident 25% 30% 70% 25% 85% 1
 
Ambiguous 18% ^% 70% 47% 59% 5
 
*Numberofstudents scoringfewerthan5of10pointson the section
 
Section One
 
In the first section ofthe test,25%ofconfidentrespondents as opposed to 18%
 
ofambiguousrespondents missed atleasttwo questions requiring declarative
 
metacognitive knowledge. Students were asked to match the terms hero,oral tradition,
 
myth and legend to their defiiutions. By placing the definitionsfirstonthe test,students
 
had the chance to anchor their declarative knowledge,which would be necessaryfor
 
succeeding on the restofthe test. Perhapssome ofthe confidentrespondents were
 
movedinto azone ofproximal developmentby this perceived"failure"early in the
 
reading-to-write process by helping them see that whatthey perceived did not match the
 
generic definitions established by their discourse community. This disequilibrium may
 
have motivated them to consciously confirm theirideas byfrequently referring to the
 
scaffolds rather thanrelying on pre-existing strategies. In other words,the confident
 
students were morelikely to use the tools giventhem laterin the unit which would
 
explain the confidence they reported after writing.
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SectionTwo
 
Students were then presented with a list ofcharactersfrom the modelsfollowed
 
by descriptions ofthose characters. Theinstructions stated^atsomeofthe descriptions
 
had more than one rightanswerand to list all thatapplied. Thefirstthree questions
 
required notonly declarative knowledge ofthe models,butalso conditional knowledge
 
because the students had to use theinferencesthey had made to determine when
 
conceptssuch astraditional rolesand admirable traits were being rejected or reinforced
 
by the charactersin question. Theremainderofthe ten questionsin this section were
 
straight recall,requiring cognition withoutnecessarily metacognition. Within both
 
groups,the majority oferrors occurredin thefirstthree questions,butthe mistakes were
 
generally omission ofacharacter ratherthan rapoitinga characterthatdid notmatch the
 
description. Here,the gulfbetween the two groups widened considerably. Thirty
 
percentofthe confidentgroup missed all or partofthe firstthree questions ascompared
 
to88percentofthe ambiguousgroup. Thisresult may indicate thatthe confident group
 
was more consistently thinking ona conditional metacognitive level,combining recall
 
with critical thinking skills such as makinginferences,than the ambiguous group.
 
Though notsurprising in and ofitself,the resultmay alsoindicate thatthe confident
 
students were more consciousofan assortment ofcoirectanswers possibly translating
 
into a willingnessto try a variety ofwriting strategies laterin the process which might
 
accountfortheir reported confidence in their ability to ask questions that would help
 
tihem think systematically about Writing,
 
Section Three ­
This section asked studentsto underline the dialogue in a passagefrom"The Girl
 
whoHunted Rabbits." This type ofrecognition question would require thatstudents not
 
only know the definition ofdialogue,butbe able to apply thatknowledgeto a particular
 
passage,thusengagingin declarative metacognitive knowledge as well ascognitive
 
recall. Forextra credit,students were asked to namethe culture thatproduced the
 
legend,which mightbeevidence ofa deeperintemalization ofthe details ofthe story.
 
Seventy per centofthe studentsin both groups responded correctly to all parts ofthe
 
question,possibly because oftheintensity ofguided andindependent practice
 
concerning dialogue and the use ofthislegend asa modelin variouslessons about
 
makinginferencesand character traits. The more waysa modelis referenced,the more
 
complex connections the students may be able toform in response to the model.
 
Section Four
 
Students were then required toread acollection ofbrieftales thatfell intothe
 
categories ofm5dh orlegend,based onthe definitions described earlier,and indicate to
 
which geru-e each one belonged. The last passage had traits ofboth legends and myths.
 
Thistest wasgiven before students read the Americanfolktales thatcombined the traits
 
ofmyths and legends,soI wasseeking to determine ifany student would circle both.
 
All butthe last passage wouldinvolve students having a declarative knowledge ofthe
 
differences between myths andlegendsand being able to apply thatknowledge to
 
examples,which would be evidence ofa declarative metacognition. An adaptation of
 
conditional metacognitive knowledge would have been necessaryfor studentsto see the
 
overlap ofmyth and legend in the last passage,and a good dose ofcourage would have
 
been needed to indicate"both"or"neither"on a test. Though the students would not
 
have to choose when to use conventions because they were notproducing text,they
 
would haveto recognize when an author waschoosing to use those conventions. Asa
 
matterofethics,I did notCountthat question as partoftheir grade because it tested a
 
conceptnot yettaught. Twenty-five percentofthe confidentgroup missed one question
 
compared to47%ofdie ambiguous group. As with the question concerning dialogue,
 
these questions required notonly the ability to read and comprehend^ butalso the ability
 
to recall and apply whathad beeU emphasized during instruction to answer successfully.
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Onlyone studentin the saimpte indicated thatthefinal story had aspectsofboth myths
 
and legends. Thatstudent wasa memberofthe ambiguous group. This would confirm
 
myidea thatjust because astudentdoesnotenjoy orimmediately unders^d the
 
possible benefits ofa very explicitand deliberate approach to writing,itdbeS notfollow
 
thatsuchastudentisincapable ofastute reflection. 
..Section Rve- ■ 
This section ofthe testinvolved the use ofrecall and ofdeclarative metacognitive
 
knowledge to determine ifstudents werefamiliar with the stages ofthe writing process,
 
concepts necessary to the kind ofwriting instruction they were going to beinvolved in.
 
Thestudents had been instructed in a process approach to writing throughoutthe year
 
and were provided(and re-provided,when necessary)with a handout outlining such an
 
approach. Becauseoneofthe basic concepts behind metacognitive strategiesin writing
 
involves naming the very behaviorsone engagesin,Ithoughtitimportantto pause and
 
assess students'declarative knowledge ofthe writing process.
 
Ofthe confidentgroup,85% missed atleastone question on this section as
 
compared to59%ofthe ambiguous group. Perhaps students whofeelless secure in
 
theirconceptsofthe writing processfind an explicit approach to writing more
 
comfortable.The assignmentis demystified,broken downinto steps thatcan be
 
followed,soinstruction becomesclearly linked to accomplishing the writing task. On
 
the other hand,students who have built their own scaffoldsforthe writing process,
 
membersofthe ambiguous group,mayfeel tethered by constantslowing and outside
 
control ofthe process. Putdifferently,those whose scaffoids are already constructed
 
may not wantto climb upthe scaffold built by another(the instructor),whereasstudents
 
who have not yet builtthe scaffolds wantthe reassurance thatcomes with an other-

directed pace. This would accountforthe studentsin the confident group being
 
uncertain ofthe stages ofthe writing processand valuing explicitinstruction.
 
,■ Section Six ^ 
The final section of the test required students to draw apicture of one of die 
heroes from the unit andillustrate the traits and actions that coiddbe considered noble or 
inspiring. Students were encouraged to label the drawing to ensure that the message 
was clear. This activity wouldrequire students to recall the events from severd of the 
models to setde onaparticular hero, engagein declarative knowledge to apply the 
definitionof character traits, then exhibit conditionalmetacognitive knowledge to 
deteimine whichactions wouldneed to be illustrated to fit the criteriaof the instructions. 
While five of the ambiguous stude^nts scored5points or below outof ten, only one 
student in the confident group scoredin the same rapge. Ihave switched to students 
rather tiianpercentages here to underscore the fact that the one confident student simply 
failed to draw apicture. The ambiguous students either didnot label their drawings, 
leaving themeanings unclear or they attributed character traits that were not present in 
their pictures. 
The quantitative results of an objective test may be useful as a tool for exploring 
the relationship between students' reportedlevels of satisfaction with their achievement 
on an explicitly taught writing assignment and their ability to first situate themselves 
within the declarative and conditionalmetacognitive knowledge necessary to complete 
that writing assignment. This brief and admittedly unscientific analysis shows that 
students who reported an ambiguous experience with a metacognitive approach to 
writinggenerally performed lower on sections requiringconditional metacognitive 
knowledge (sections 2> 4and6) than students who expressed a confident attitude 
toward this type of writing instruction. Perhaps ambiguous students were decentered by 
aninstructional approach that makes explicit what many of them do unconsciously. This 
may translate into the students' lack of interest inusing the plan sheets and other 
scaffolding tools to revise their writing. Conditional metacognition,in this case 
recognimg when particular generictraits are presentina text,requiresthe ability to
 
applyinstruction to given textsamples,a sMllsimilarto using directinstruction asa tool
 
for writing and revising, Ifstudents were unable or unwilling to carefully and
 
four,which based on the group's performancein section one they doknow,itmay not
 
be surprising thatthey approach the writing taskwith thesamelack ofconsciousness.
 
Theyknow the definitions,thereby possessing declarative naetacognition,sotheyfeel
 
falsely confident when applying thatknowledgein a task requiring conditional
 
metacognition. Aswith any study ofwriting and thinking,however,the more
 
intriguing material will befound within students'texts and reflections over the
 
production ofthose texts.
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CHAPTERS
 
After students had read a variety ofmodels,assisted in the explication ofthose
 
models,and practiced writing dialogue,making inferences and analyzing characters,
 
they were given thefollowing writing assignment:
 
You will write a myth,alegend,oratale thatcombineselementsofdie two.
 
Yourstory should be2-4pageslong when typed(double spaced,no morethan
 
14pointfont)in the lab. Rough drafts will be due Friday,June 2. Finals will
 
be written in class on Monday and Tuesday,June5and6. You will betyping
 
your tale in the lab during the weekofJune 12- 16. Asalways,you may make
 
revisionsto your tale atthattime.
 
Think backoverthe stories we haveread. Wehave been able to make
 
inferences aboutthe people whotold the tales based on evidencefrom the tales.
 
The stories all involvea hero whofacesa challenge ofsome sort. Some tales
 
have heroes whospeakin dialects,while other tales use very little dialogue.
 
Some talesinvolve gods or goddesses;othersinvolve exaggeration or
 
understatement. Weread tales writtenin poeticfrom and others that werelike
 
short stories. In Other words,you have alotoffreedomin writing thisform,
 
butmyths,legendsand tales do have certain traits that you will need to consider
 
during the writing process.
 
I wrote the second paragraph ofthe assignmentabove bearing in mind Lee
 
Odell'ssuggestion thatteachersshow students the strategies that helpthem examine
 
materials(109). Throughoutthe reading-to-write stage ofthis unit,Ifocused on getting
 
students to read interactively by applying termsto the modelsand comparingthe various
 
distinctionsand commonalitiesofthe genres. Weread the modelsoutloud while a
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student,or sometimesI,would pointout passagesofdialogue,exaggeration,the
 
intervention ofgods orsome other hallmark ofthese genres. In this way,reading
 
becameashared experience with weakerreaders benefitingfrom the more adeptreaders'
 
abilities. Howerdescribes critical literacy as the ability ofreaders to questioh sources
 
and read forintentions,notonlyfacts(Reading-to-Write 5). Some,butby no means
 
all,ofthe students could engagein this kind ofreading notonly ofthe myths,legends
 
andfolktales butalso ofthe writing assignment. By emphasizing the shared nature of
 
interpreting the written textsin the class,Isoughtto work within Kohlberg's
 
conventional stage ofmoral developmentwherein adolescents try to gain approval by
 
meeting die expectations ofauthority figures
 
(Lunsford 152). In this case,peers could beseen as authorityfigures when they
 
identified text attributes and generated questions tofocus pre-writing. One vital aspect
 
ofteaching a metacognitive approach to writing is the necessity ofmaking the hidden
 
obvious.The revelation ofpeers'thought processes may assure reluctant writers that
 
theirideas are valid and bring aboutopportunitiesforthem to develop theirown critical
 
literacy. Encouraging advanced studentsto make theirthoughtprocessesand ideas
 
public also unites thoughtandlanguage. During the drafting stages,action is brought
 
together with thoughtand language when students rely directly on workshops with their
 
peers. Before drafting began,however,students were asked tocomeup with alistof
 
questions to help them think before they began to draft. The addition ofthe second
 
explicitthe connection between the modelsand the students'own writings. Withoutthe
 
second partofthe assignment,manystudents may simply have begun to write astory
 
without actually considering the models asa source to help shape theirthinking about
 
their writing.
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Classes'Self-generated Pre-writing Questions
 
Class 1
 
1.AmI going to write a myth,legend orcombination tale?
 
2.WhoamI going to write about?(Whois my hero?)
 
3.Whatis my setting?
 
4.AmI going to use dialogue/dialect?
 
5.Whatis my central conflict? What will my hero struggle agadnst?
 
6.How long isitsupposed to be?
 
7.How doIresolve the conflict?
 
8. Willmy hero have a sidekick?
 
Class2
 
1.Willitbea myth,legend orfolktale(combination)?
 
2.Who will my hero be?
 
3.Whatinferences will myreadersmake?
 
4.Is diere going to be dialogue/dialect?
 
5.Whatisthe setting?
 
6.Whatismy central conflict?
 
7. How willIresolve the conflict?
 
Class3
 
1. Isit going to bea myth,legend oracombination?
 
2. Whois my hero?
 
3. WillI use dialogue/dialect
 
4. AmI going to write itin story ofpoeticform?
 
5. Whereis mysetting?
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6. Whatisthe centrai cbiollict^^^
 
7. Will!have a sidekick?
 
8. How is the conflictresolved?
 
The surprising aspectofthe classes'responsesto this writing assignment was
 
that^1three groups generated similar questions to helpthem focus their writing wMch
 
may beevidence ofhow carefully seqUenced and explicated modeltextscombined widi
 
guided andindependentpractice ofcertain text attributes anda very explicit writing
 
assignmentcan trigger studentsto make the connections necessaiyfor pre-writing. This
 
is animportantstepin adolescents'developmentofmetacognitive control oftheir
 
writing. Ifstudents can systematically analyze a writing assignmentto produce
 
questionsthatneed to be considered atthe drafting stage,they have generated theirown
 
scaffolding. This behavior builds on Raphaeland Englert'sfinding thatelementary
 
students can plan and reflect over their writing when given the structure(389). My
 
study differs,however,because the students'questions were responsibleforshaping
 
the planning sheetsthey would eventually use.
 
Flower writes thatreading-to-write is highly subjectto the goals ofthe writer
 
and thatteachers need to create acontextfor writing thatsets goalsand teach tbitiking
 
stotegies thatcan supportthose goals(1990,12). By stating atthe beginning ofthe
 
unitthat students were going to write theirown myth,legend ortale,I wanted to help
 
studentsimmediately begin constructingacontextthatexplicitly connected reading to
 
writing. Asking studentsto generate a list ofpre-writing questions helped them
 
concretize their goalsand makesthose goals attainable.
 
CharacterPlaiming
 
Before writing their stories,Ihey were assigned a CharacterPlanning Sheet
 
(CPS). The class had completed one together as partofthe basic instructional principle
 
advanced by Bereiter and Scardemalia concerning shared practice,ratherthan correct
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execution,ofastrategy(332). Though Bereiter Scardemaliafocused on writing
 
strategies,in this case a planning strategy wasintroduced. The character's name was
 
placedin the circle,character traits were listed on dielinesradiatingfrom the circle and
 
the evidence by which those traits were manifested were dependentfrom the traitlines.
 
Bybeginning with acharacterrather than plot,Ihoped students could concentrate on a
 
fairly concrete textatteibute instead wondering how to begin.
 
Focusing On heroesalso allowed studentstoimagine whatthe setting oftheir
 
stories would be,whatkindsofconflicts the heroes wouldface and wlmtkindsof
 
messages their storied would send. After istudents had connected thought,languageand
 
action by planning their characters,they were asked to describethecentral conflictof
 
their story. Dealing withtheconcrete conventionsofcharacterand conflict before
 
formally thinking about plotmay have given studentsan early sense ofconfidence
 
emboldeningthemforthe other work ahead.
 
DraflHannihg
 
Once studentscompleted the CPS,they were asked to fill outa tihree-item Myth,
 
while reading the writing assignmentand which emphasized thetextattributes tiiathad
 
beenexplicitly taughtin the modeling phase ofthe unit. I believe thatthe emphasis
 
placed on character and conflictduring thereading ofmodeltexts and during the
 
completion oftheCPSallowed studentsto link reading to writing cleariy while also
 
demystifying whatwould benecessary to consider before drafting began.Completion
 
oftheMTFfurtheraided studentsip establishing a systematic approach to the
 
assignment. Carefully sequenced questions asked ontheMLFwere designed to break
 
down the behaviors W'riters would needin order to complete this assignment.
 
A comparison ofthe groups'responseson the CPS mid MCFrevealsfairly
 
similarapproachesto the writing situation during pre-writing. The mostinteresting
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responses were the students'justificationsforchoosing to write particular genres.
 
Twelve membersofthe thatthe genre ttiey chose waslinked to
 
ease orinterest. Theterm"interest"is vague and troublesome. It may refer to the
 
writer'sownlevel ofinterestrather than animagined audience's. Itshould be noted that
 
no audience wasinade explicitthis early inthe process becauseI Wasinterestedin
 
knowing how writerschange orcontrol dieifideasasaw evolves. The confident
 
group membersfrequently indicated thatthey had anidea already or were thinking about
 
tilie audience,which may have been themselves because they were the primary readers at
 
that point. Audhence response would be madeconcrete during the workshop sessions
 
thatfollowed the initial drafting.
 
Twelve students within the ambiguousgroup alsolinked their genre choice with
 
characteror conflict Erik wrote thathe choseafolktale because"itcan have botha
 
natural phenomenon orcan be based onateal person."He clearly showsthatthe story
 
heintendsto write willcombine genre specific attributesofmythsand legends. Jacqui
 
reportedasimilar butmoreconcretelink between conflictand character. She wrote that
 
her story would be"(b)oth. Its aboutsaving the desert. It could be trUe,butLeeperthe
 
KangarooRatcan talk." Leeper,the talking Kangaroo rat,isin a struggle to stop off­
roadersfrom tearing upthe desert. Etichard chose to write"(a)legend because Jackie
 
Robinson is alegend to me. Heis my hero." By writing abouta real person who
 
surihounted prejudicein American sports,Richard may have been continuing a tradition
 
touched upon by reading afolktale aboutJohn Henry. These students' writings provide
 
evidence ofmetaeOgnitive Control atthe prewriting stagC because Students whohavethe
 
ability to explicitly explain whythey are going to try soinething are exhibiting higher
 
level thinldng skills. How theyjudgethe success orfailure ofthose choiceslaterin the
 
writing process wouldfurther confirm tiieir levelsofconscious writing control.
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When asked whetherthey would use dialector dialogue in their tales,ten
 
membersofthe confident group and six membersofthe ambiguousgroup indicated that
 
they would use dialogue. Yetonly one memberofthe confidentgroupindicated thatshe
 
would be using dialect ascompared to eightmembersofthe ambiguous group. Perhaps
 
writing dialogue wasmore difficultthan the eight had planned,which may have
 
influenced their attitudes atthe completion ofthe process. Moreover,in answering why
 
they decided to use or notto use this particular text attribute,the confidentgroup
 
reported thatit would"help the reader." Onestudentevenindicated thatshe would look
 
back overthe Sandburg version ofthe PaulBunyanlegend,a collection ofvignettes
 
with little dialogue,to help think aboutaform herworkcould take indicating a high
 
level ofprocedural metacognition. There were discrepancies within this group's
 
responses however. One studentlinked his use ofdialect to speaking with an accent.
 
While nottotally withoutfoundation, thisflawed understanding emphasizesthe space
 
between a conceptalreadyformed(accents)and aconceptforming(dialect). Thisis,I
 
believe,evidence ofthe student working within thezoneofproximaldevelopment. If
 
he is able to correctlyform and employ the conceptby the end ofthe unit,he will be
 
exhibiting both declarative metacognition(by concretizing the definition ofdialect)and
 
procedural metacognition(by writing dialect).
 
Onlyfive students,fourfrom the ambiguous,group,indicated thatthey would
 
use neither dialect nordialogue. The reasonsfor this choice rangedfrom afeltsense of
 
more control,asin Natia'sresponse that"Icould be more specific asa narrator,"to
 
incompatibility with the verseformata student had chosen to write. Though one student
 
reported that using dialogue would be too much work,she then reported thatshe had
 
changed her mind,possibly after the workshop. Amongstudents wholinked their
 
choice ofdialect/dialogue tosome aspectofthe story,mostreported thattheir hero
 
would simply speak that way. Twoofthe confidentstudents,however,indicated that
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dialogue would bemore interestingfor the audience to read.Thefocusofthese two
 
confidentstudentsonthe audienceisextremely important.They have enteredintothe
 
zoneofproximo developmentby constructing arelationship ofatextattribute to the
 
effectit hason an audience. They are engagingin Mlfliree levels ofmetacognitive
 
thinking atthe drafting stage,before they even have achancetotestan audience's
 
reaction to their work.
 
The majority ofstudentsin each group adhered to the attribute ofsetting their
 
stories in the past. Ryan,a member bfthe ambiguous gfbup,even mentioned that
 
following that generic convention was"moretraditional,"which could beevidenceof
 
procedural and conditional metacogmtioh dueto his ability to both choose whenand
 
whytofollow a text attribute that had been taughtduring the reading-to-write stage of
 
the unit. Some students whodecided to set their storiesin thefuture or presentreported
 
doing so becauseitwould be"easier." Atno point,however,did thefour Studentsin
 
the ambiguous group who did soindicate it would be easierforthe audience,as did two
 
ofthe seven confidentstudents. Fourteen studentsin both groupslinked their settings
 
to hero or conflict. Studentsin the confident group were much more specificin their
 
responds,often citing social organization("princesand queens"),architecture
 
("castles"),or historical contexts("a time when tilings are still being named"). Thefact
 
that positive students provided mote Specific reasonsforchoosing their settings can be
 
evidence ofa much greaterlevel ofconditional metacognition amongthose students.
 
Calvin,demonstratingan exceptional ability to control his planning process,indicated
 
thathissetting Was bbtiilinkedto the traditional text attribute ofsettinglegendsin the
 
pastand"easy"by stating that"(i)tiseasier to create a characterin timesofdespairand
 
need"by setting his story in China during the Mongolinvasions.
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Workshops
 
After planning and drafting their stories,students participated in workshops. An
 
audience consisted ofthree students,while a group consisted offourstudents. One
 
student would read a story aloud while twootherstudents and the authorlistened.
 
When the story wascompleted,the three audience memberscompleted a workshop
 
sheet. This pattem wasfollowed until allfour storiesin a group were read and
 
responded to by the three audience members. Authorsofwere instructed to listen to
 
whatthe audience had to say withoutdefending their stories or trying toexplmn
 
anything to the audience.I could notsimply allow the studentsto read the worksand
 
comment,however,ifI wanted toHnkinstrucfion and social interaction. The Workshop
 
Sheetprovided studentsachanceto socially constructknowledge with the help ofa
 
scaffold which u^tbd hotonly classroom instruction butalso die socially-constructed
 
questioiis generat*^ bystudents afterreading the writing assignment. By placing the
 
story in the handsofah audience,authors had achance to see how a generally
 
sympathetic groupofpeersresponded to specific questions abouttheir stories. This
 
approach to the workshopis supported by Piaget'stheory concerning"de-centering:"
 
theidea thatlearning occurs whenstudents are moved tolesplve discrepancies between
 
old and new information(Lunsford 148). Studentsoften reported(see nextsection)that
 
whatthey thoughtand the response ofthe audience were atodds.
 
Revision
 
On tiie revision plan,students'responsesshowed marked discrepancies between
 
correct useoflanguage tolinkthe thoughtsthey expressed on the CPSand MLFto their
 
revision plans. Forexample,seven membersofthe ambiguousgroup reported that their
 
readersresponded asthey expected in naming the genre they had written. However,the
 
genresreported on their planning sheets did notmatch whatthe audienceidentified. One
 
ofthe studentshad obviously confused the definitions ofmyth and legend,a mistake he
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made on the testas well. Itis unclear whythestudentdid nottake the time tolook upa
 
definitionfor clarification,orifhe did,whyhe wasunable to correctlyleam the
 
conceptseven afterreading several modelsand listening to explications. Thislack of
 
ability to apply definitions during the writing process provides evidence ofalack of
 
declarative and procedural metacognitive knowledgeson the student's part. The other
 
six students reported thatthe audience had identified the correct genre,though the genre
 
as named by the audience on die Workshop Sheetand the student-planned genre as
 
givenon the MLFwere atodds. Thismayindicate alack ofprocedural knowledge
 
because the students were unable to reconcile their plans and theirassessmentof
 
audience responses oritmightindicate simply achangein plansthatoccurred during
 
drafting but wentunreported.
 
Only three studentsin the confidentgroup reported that audiences did not
 
identify the genre they had written,buttwoofthese three reported thatthey had changed
 
genres while the otherrecognized the readers'mis-response. Overall,studentsin the
 
confidentgroup manifested a much greater controlofthe processatthe drafting stage as
 
judged by adherence to plansand evaluation ofaudience responses to the draft. Itcould
 
be thatthese students had more concreteideas about whatthey would write than did the
 
ambiguous group.Another possibility may be thatthe ambiguous group wasmore open
 
to a self-exploratory kind of writing where changes were made asthe draftoccurred
 
rather than adhering toatask representation that wasnolonger valid while the process
 
continued. Ifthis is true,it is no wonderthatthe membersofthe ambiguous group
 
would not value the highly stractured writing assignmentsinvolvedin this project.
 
Completing the detailed planning sheets,stopping to listen to an audience'sresponse to
 
their writing,having to write abouthow they would revise and actuallyfollowing a
 
revision plan niay have seemed anintrasioninto whatis often a very private and solitary
 
occupation in school rather thanachance toimprove theirthinking and writing skills.
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Theinjection oftoo muchinstractor-guided processinterfered with their own intrinsic,
 
perhaps unconscious,writing style.
 
Considering the importance ofcharacter analysisand creation within the reading­
to-write and planning stages ofthis project,the trends concerning authors'responses to
 
audiences'ideas abouttheir heroesis problematic. Ofthe ambiguousgroup,sixteen
 
students reported thatreaders hadidentified traits thatthey had planned. A review ofthe
 
planning sheets,however,reveals thatreported traits were notapparenton seven
 
students'CPS. Perhaps authors did notread the question carefully enough to correctly
 
answerit(reading,"EHd the readersidentify any character traits?"instead ofthe actual
 
question)orcheck theirownCPSfor verification. In this case,any traitidentified by an
 
audienceintended by the author,regardless ofwhether it wasreported on the CPS,
 
would have satisfied the author. Three ofthe ambiguous students reported thatthe
 
readers had notidentified traits they had planned on. Twoofthe three indicated that
 
they would makechangesin their characters based on whatthey hadleamedin the
 
workshop,which suggests an awarenessofaudience when thataudience is concrete,
 
butnot whenthe audience remains only a concept. Students may be morelikely to
 
revise when a peer audience suggestsit,possibly spurred by the social needfor peer
 
approval.
 
The question dealing with the use ofdialogue and dialect yielded similar
 
responses within the groups, jpifteein ofthe confidentand seventeen ofthe ambiguous
 
groupindicated thatthey agreed with the audiences'responsesto the use of
 
dialect/dialogue within the stoiy. Thisimpliesahigh level ofprocedural metacognitive
 
ability because students expressed thatthey werein agreement with the audiences'
 
opinions.Students withlow procedural metacognitive ability mightdisagree with
 
readers butbe unable to defend their choices or describe whatchangesthey would
 
make. In the confident group,one studentcontradicted himself,saying thathe agreed
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witii whatthe audience's opinion thatdie dialogue wasfine but he plmined on adding
 
ttiore. Thereasonforthe additionis notaddressed in the student's response,butit may
 
indicatealow level ofconditional metacognitive ability.Thestudentwas unaware of
 
whenatextathibutecould be used to shape the story.
 
Anpdierstudentin the confidentgroup gave a unique answertoIhe question,
 
"How would youimprove(your story)?" She mentioned the strategy oftaking someof
 
the dialogue outofthe story. Thisisintriguing because the audience suggested itand
 
the studentdecidedto take their advice. Thatthe studentsaw tMsasalegitimate strategy
 
to add to her repertoire and thatshe consciously chose to take the advice ofthe audience
 
indicatesan increase in both conditionaland procedural metacognitive knowledge.
 
When students were asked to name three strategies they woulduseto revise their
 
stories,the blur between revising and editing within thetwogroups became apparent.
 
In the confidentgroup,adding dialectordialogue was mentiohed ten times while the
 
ambiguousstudentsfocused on mattersofneatness,spelling and punctuation.
 
Considering the link between natning stiategiesandusingthem in metacognitive writing
 
instruction,only tiuee ofthe confident group mentioned thatthey would"revise"their
 
dialogue,asopposed to"adding"or"working oh it,"thelanguage mostoften used in
 
the ambiguousgroup. Onestrategy mentioned by three studentsin the confidentgroup
 
wastore-read their stories. While this mayseem an obviousstrategy to experienced
 
writers,thefactthatsofew mentioned reading asarevMon strategy could mean thatthat
 
link needsto be made more explicit. Perhaps otherstudentssaw this astoo obviousto
 
note,bhtI would notbe suiprised ifstudents did notsee reading asa revision strategy
 
eventhou^it had been taughtduring the year. Three membersofthe ambiguousgroup
 
mentioned thatthey would clarify the genre which would indicate thatthey had paid
 
attention toadiscrepancy between whattheythoughtthey had written and whattiie
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audience perceived. Twq others reported that tiiey would use exaggeration,atext
 
attribute that wastdughtusing modelsand in-class exercises.
 
Though membersofboth groupsexhibited variouslevelsofprocedural
 
metaco^tion asevidenced by thefactthat many authorsthoughtthe audience respdhses
 
reflected their plans,the confidentgroup had a much stronger control ofthe conceptof
 
genre andfewer discrepancies between wtothe audiencessaw asprimary character
 
heitsin their heroes anri Character triiito hadplaimed. The confidentgroup also
 
reported a greater numberofspecific revision strategiesfocusing onimproving the story
 
rather than maldng cosmeticenhancements.
 
Reflective awareness,which would indicate alevelofmetacognitive control on
 
the partofwriters,mustbe scaffolded by instruction. Whatwriters think abouttheir
 
processes after they have written a story is every bitasimportantas whatthey &irik
 
while they are drafting and whenan au^ence responds to their work. Withoutthe final
 
step ofreflection upon their practicesand consideration ofwhattodo differently in the
 
future,students are engaging upto now in a very basic type ofmetacognition,one
 
directed by the teacherandinfluenced by peers. Even though the Post-Writing
 
Reflection(PWR)isteacher produced,it allows writers to analyze theirown processes
 
as viewed through their thoughts abouttheir products.
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■CHAPTER4;,^;--^ V 
Once students had finishedIheir final drafts, they were asked to complete aPost 
WritingReflection (iPWR) allowing them to focus their thou^ts not onproduction of 
text or management of strategies, but naming the strategies they used and assessing how 
well the strategies worked, Vygotsky illustrates the concept of consciousness, or 
metacognition, with an analogy of a child tyinga knot. Though the childmay be able tb 
tie the knot, the test of consciousness, or metacognition, wouldbe the child's ability to 
explain how the knot was tied(Vygotsky 170). In this chapter, we look at how Students 
explain their knots. 
Students were first asked to describe one problem other than spelling, 
punctuation or neatness that they solved while writing anddeterniine how they first 
became aware that a problem existed at all. Members of the ambiguous group reported a 
narrow spectrum of problems with the highest concentration of responses centering on 
text generation. Contrasted with the fact that only three students inthe confident group 
mentioned generationproblems (which shouldhave been lessenedby the intervening 
instructional techniques such as modeling and character analysis), itmay indicate that 
members of the ambiguous group were not connecting the instruction with their writing. 
They may have relied on theirownpre-eXisting strategies whichhad various levels bf 
efficacy. ■■■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 
The majority of students inboth groups indicated that their awareness of a 
problem occurred sometime in the actual writing, but this is a bit vague. Most probably. 
Students were aware of problems at the drafting stage, but only three students, all from 
the confident group, indicated that they were revising when they noticed a discrepancy 
between what they wanted to do and what they perceived onpaper. The use of the term 
revising, as opposed to use of the broader term writing, is significant because it 
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 indicates a more conscious confrol ofthe stages ofthe writing process which may
 
encompass both drafting andrevision. Once students are able to decidehow they will
 
handle disequilibrium between their plansan^flteir actual drafts,perhapsby
 
constructing anew task representation^they exhibit metacognition. Students whoreport
 
thattheylooked back ata model,letafriend read their work orstopped writing and re
 
read whatthey had written are all engaging in procedural(how to use strategies)and
 
conditional(whento adjuststrategies)metacognitive activity.
 
Students werethen asked ifthey used more than one solution strategy,how they
 
finally solved the problem and how satisfied they felt with their solution. Here,the
 
differencesin metacognitive thinking between thetwo groups are clearly delineated.
 
Though eightofthe ambiguous students reported thatthey used more than one strategy,
 
onlytwoofthem actually named the multiple strategies they used. One possibilityfor
 
thisresponse is thatthese students were simply trying to please the teacher. However,it
 
may also indicate thatthe students believed they thoughtmore complexly abouttiieir
 
writing than they actudly did or it maysignalthatthe students were unable to explain all
 
the strategies thatthey did use.Thisinitself would be proofofverylow declarative and
 
conditional metacognitive activity in those six students. In contrast,only three ofthe ten
 
confidentgroup memberswhoreported using multiple strategies were unable to name
 
more than onethatthey employed.
 
Theambiguous groupreported a narrow scope ofrevision strategies with most
 
students clustering around the vague approach of"writing more." The confidentgroup
 
presented a much broaderrange ofstrategies used,buteven they concentrated on adding
 
text. They were more specific,however,indicating thatthey wanted to add dialogue or
 
highlighta character's traits.Twostudentsfrom the ambiguous group and three students
 
from the confident group mentioned thattheylookedfor modelstofollow,either by
 
reviewing theirjoumalsora modelfrom class,orbylooking outside to other sources
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such as tilie animatedfeatureifilm Aladdin. This unanticipateduse ofmodeling
 
seemingly provesthatthesefive studentsinternalized the reading-to-write stiutegy that
 
had beenemphasized through instruction.
 
Whatever*strategiesthey used,no other studentcameclose to living upto
 
Vygotsky's analogy ofthe knotthan Lindsay. In answerto the questions mentioned
 
above,she wrote,"Itried to deal with my problem(needing to use dialogue)by Writing
 
it asifit happened and wasn'tread and then by changing the beginning.. The phrase
 
"asifithappened"wasclarified in aconversation to mean"like people weresayingit"
 
and"changing the beginning"wasachangein pointofviewfrom first person to third
 
person. Sheobviously knowsexactly how she revised her story to make whatshe
 
reported wasa satisfying change. Thisstudent exhibits declarative metacognition
 
(knowing whatdialogue is)j procedural metacognition(knowing how to write dialogue
 
and how to revisfher story)and conditional metacognition(knowing when to use
 
dialogue and change pointofvierv). Though herexplanation may need clarificatibn,a
 
studentwhocan describe her methodsofrevision so concretely certainly hasa grasp on
 
herown process and hasintegrated miemphasized text attributeinto herownrepertoire
 
ofstrategiesfor writing fiction.
 
Students Were asked whattheyreviewed to help them intheir revisions. While
 
moststudentsin both groupsreported that tiieylooked overatleastoneitem,the most
 
frequently referenced work wasthe character planning sheet. Only three membersofthe
 
confidentand one memberofthe ambiguousgroup reportedlooking back overthe
 
assignmentand questionsto consider. Why would more studentslookattheir character
 
plans rather than atthe assignmentandquestionsthey generated in class? Perhaps
 
students had constructed atask representation thattheyfeltcomfortable with^d did not
 
wantto risk confusing themselves or moving beyondtheir coinfortzoneeven though the
 
majority ofthe ambiguousgroupindicated they were havingtrouble generating text.
 
Instead ofgoing backtosquare one,they apparentlyfeltthatconcentrating oncharacter
 
wasless daunting than beginning again. Students who were unable to see the
 
importance ofgoing backto the beginning to help generate text may be working without
 
procedural metacognitive knowledge because they did notunderstand the purpose ofthe
 
questions. Atleasttwoofthese studentsindicated thatthey re-read orthoughtabout
 
other stories to helpthem generate additional materialfor their works.
 
Itshould be noted thatseveral membersofthe ambiguous group exhibit
 
metacognition. Perhaps the bestexample ofthiscomesfrom Miain her explanation of
 
whatshe reviewed and how it helped. She wrote,"I used the workshop. It helped me
 
understand whatI needed tofix. I used character planning tofind out whatmy character
 
was going to be like. Iused my draft plan to help me geta start. AndI used my
 
revision plan shpetto help me revise it better." Obviously,this studenthas procedural
 
and declarative metacognitive control ofher process. Sheis able to explain exactly how
 
she used the reviewed material to help herthink systematically abouther writing. That
 
is the goal ofteaching metacognitive approaches to writing.
 
Though no group hasalock on metacognitive ability,the membersofthe
 
confident group generally seem to havean easiertime ofreporting whatthey perceive as
 
troublesome and how they attemptto revise and solve those problems. Perhaps students
 
whofeel comfortable with thisinstructional strategy and are willing to cooperate and
 
work ata consciouslevel profit morefrom it. Studentsin theconfidentgroup seem to
 
havean easiertime workingin thezone ofproximal development.
 
Thefinal question asked ofthe studentsinvolved revisions they would make if
 
they had more time. Seven membersofthe ambiguousgroup wrote they would make
 
their storieslongerorchange the whole thing. Whilelengthening the story was
 
mentioned bytwo membersofthe confidentgroup,no onein this groupindicated that
 
they werecompletely dissatisfied with their work. Rather,they wroteintermsof
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adding actionor dialogue Mdclarifying characters. The main difference isthattiie
 
Because namingis oneofthecentral tenetsofmetaCognition^ it may be ventured thatthe
 
group,
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CHAPTERS
 
Now thatthe scaffolds have been builtand the students are climbing,slipping
 
offof,and rebuildingthem,how much help,ifany,havethey been? Students who had
 
not previously experienced much success with writing,often manifested as unfinished
 
projects and off-task responses,seemed to have more success asa group with this kind
 
ofteaching. Theidea ofsmall manageable tasks modeledona particular genre which
 
has been readfor structure and text attributesseemsto provide the students with aladder
 
to climb and anetto catchthem should they fall.
 
Students whoexpressed greater comfort with previous writing assignments
 
generally were more apprehensive aboutthe explicitapproaches used inteaching
 
studentsto write metacognitivelyfrom models. This may haveto do with their own
 
concepts ofthemselves as writers. Theidea ofsuch a rigid system(orsoitmay appear
 
to students who havefeltsuccessfulin writing)goes againsttheirfeelings ofcreativity.
 
Instead ofyiewing explicitinstruction asa netto catchthem ifthey fall,they oftenfeel
 
like butterflies caughtin acollector's trap. Instruction becomesa barrier to their goals
 
because theyfeel asthough itlimits and controlsthe pace oftheir ideas. Writing
 
teachersface the challenge ofmaking explicitteaching moreflexible to allow for
 
individual students'existing,valid strategies.
 
Oddly,a subsetofthe ambiguous group doesn'tseem toknow the netis there.
 
These studentshad the mosttrouble using the planning sheets and examplesthey were
 
given which mightindicate thatthe links between instruction and writing need to be
 
made even more explicitforsome studentsthan they werein this study. Though the
 
students were taughtthe same basic way aboutthe myths,legendsandfolktales thatthey
 
studied,it mightbeinteresting to continue the researchin a more quantifiable way using
 
a control group ofstudents who read and discussa genre asis usually done,then are
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asked to writea similar generic work. Then,by contrast,expose a similar group of
 
studentsto the same texte butwith metacognitive writing instruction and the production
 
ofsimilar texts being stated asaclear objectiveforthe unit fimagine thatthe students
 
in the second group would havea much clearer conception ofhow their texts were
 
influenced by ordeviatedfrom the models.
 
Considering thesimilarity ofthe questions generated by each ofthe three classes
 
following idle writing assignment,itseemssafe to say thatinstructionofthis sort helps
 
students thinkin asystemaricfashion. The overallresponses ofthe confident grotip
 
indicated thattheyfeltthey would be able to generate theirownlists Ofquestionson
 
future assignments and that,though theysometimestired offilling outthe plans and
 
answering questions abouttheir writing brbcesses,theysaw value tothis instructional
 
method. Generating theirown questionsis afirst step to systematically approaching
 
writing tasksand provides evidence ofprocedural and conditional metacognition. To
 
determine the degree ofintemalization ofmetacognitive strategies,alongitudinal study
 
ofstudentsinstructed in metacognitive approachesto writing may need to be done.
 
Certainly,while teaching with aneyetoward developing students'own
 
independent metacognitive strategies hasthe benefitsofgreaterstudent participation and
 
social construction ofmeaningful texts,this kind ofteaching should notbethe only
 
technique used. Thefrustrationfelt by many ofthe ambiguousstudents wasalso
 
shared by those whorated this a positive experience. Too much ofagood thing could
 
resultin burnoutfor both teachersand students,considering the level ofcommitment
 
needed to successfully engagein this kind ofinstruction and learning.
 
Another possible problem is the seeming over-simplification ofthe writing
 
process. Ifstudentscometo rely on a teacher to provide them with all ofthe stepsfor
 
an assignment,they become passive respondents rather than active constructors of
 
meaning and shapersoftheirown processes. Ideally,students would be presented with
 
a very explicitprojectlike the onein this study atthe beginning ofthe yearand progress
 
to less directteacherinvolvementin the process. In this scenario,students would go
 
beyond generating the questionsin response to the assignmentto coming up with their
 
own planning sheets,ifneeded.
 
Anotherdilemma ofemphasizing metacognition is the assumedlink between
 
giftednessand metacognitive ability. In his article"Metacognition and Giftedness: The
 
State ofthe Relationship,"Pui-Wan Cheng asserts that metacognitive skills are implicit
 
in definitionsofgifted students because their performance dependson"greater
 
knowledge,more sophisticated strategies,better metacognitive understanding,and
 
greater use ofexecutive procedures"(105). However,in"The Relationship Between
 
Metacognition and Intelligence in Normal Adolescents: SomeTentative butSuiprising
 
Rndings",MichelAllon,et al.,found nolink between metacognition and intelligencein
 
a group ofninth grade students(94). This ground should be tread upon lightly.
 
Pushing gifted studentsto demystify their processes mightcause them to resist
 
instruction,while assuming thatthose studentsnotidentified as gifted lack the ability to
 
thinkon a metacognitive levellowers teacher expectationsofwhatthey can accomplish.
 
Onthe one hand,successful writers are successful because they haveinternalized certain
 
practical strategies. However,slowing them down to the same pace asless
 
accomplished students may causefrustration and resentment. Also,ignoring the useful
 
strategies that many students already possess may causestudents tofeel condescended
 
to,possibly resulting in alack ofengagementin the process.
 
Another group ofconcerns aboutexplicit,genre-based writing instruction was
 
voiced by AvivaFreedman in"Show and Tell?:the RoleofExplicitTeachingin the
 
Learning ofNew Genms." She argues that because genreschange,genre rules are too
 
numerousand complex tolearn and the number ofrules anylearnercan apply islimited,
 
this kind ofteaching is notthe mosteffective. She also writes that unless students are at
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 the proper developmeiital stage and able toincorporate the tacitknowledgethey already
 
possess,the teaching can actually be harmful(248). ThoughIdo notagree that this
 
teaching candoany lasting damageifthe teacheris cognizantenough to help and
 
encourage students who are having difficulty,I understand herconcern aboutthe
 
complexity ofthe material and the possible inefRciency ofthetechnique. Simply stated,
 
itis notfor allstudents at all times. Then again,no one pedagogy will meetthe needsof
 
all studentsin a classroom every time. Writing classes are too heterogeneousfor that.
 
Rather,teachersshouldfocuson making writing accessible to students while helping
 
them see strategies and text attributes they mayincorporate into their writing.
 
Metecognitionis thinking aboutthinking and in much ofthe literature
 
surrounding itistheimplication thatjunior high studentsare nothard-wired to attempt
 
such complex cognition. Nevertheless.Raphaeland Englerthave documented that
 
elementary school studentscan successfully self-evaluate theirown writing with the help
 
ofplan sheetsand model makerslikeFlowerand Haysand Bereiter and Scardemalia
 
have attempted to draw diagramsofthe writing processes. Their work isinvaluable,but
 
Ithink thatthey underplay someideas about writing instruction. First,students who
 
read-to-write and write-to-leam become the problem solvers and critical thinkershoped
 
for by so many scholarsand employers, Practicing the ability tofind salient parts of
 
texts,determining die attributes ofa genre and evaluating peers'attemptsto create a
 
particular work representative ofthe gerire allows students to engage in the kindsof
 
hi^erlevel thinking that may be transferred to problems beyond a specific writing task.
 
Secondly,students whoexertcontrol over their prose maylearn to exertcontrolin other
 
areas oftheirlives. Thisis notto say thatgood writers make good choices,rather that
 
people who understand that options existfor solving problems maytry a variety ofways
 
ofmanaging situations,thus equipping students with the skills necessaryfor life beyond
 
writing. Finally,ifstudents collaborate on whatconstitutes"good writing"and offer
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one anotherfeedback about worksin progress,hopefully they can become makers of
 
knowledge rather than simply consumers.
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APPENDIXA
 
ACTIVITIESANDOBJECTIVESOFTHEMYTH,
 
LEGENDANDFOLKTALEUNIT
 
Activity Instructional Objectives
 
Vocabulary
 
Journals
 
Read NezPerceand Greekfire myths
 
Read"The GirlWhoHunted Rabbits"
 
and"Atalanta"
 
Guided dialogue practice
 
Dialogue/Dialect practice
 
Myth,Legend,Folktale Test
 
Read Americanfolktales:
 
PaulBunyan
 
John Henry
 
PecosBill orJohnny Appleseed
 
j^tablish common discourse community
 
and name genre-specific traits.
 
Allow studentsto sunraiarize,reactto and
 
interprettexts.
 
Provide a writing resource for students to
 
reference during the drafting
 
process.
 
Explicate modelsofmyths and heroes.
 
Makeinferences aboutculturesin guided
 
group instruction.
 
Explicate modelsofdialogue.
 
Explicate conflictand resolution.
 
Explicate models oflegendsand heroes.
 
M^einferences with a peerand
 
independently.
 
Btplicate conflictand resolution.
 
Providemodelsofdialogue.
 
Practice writing dialogue/dialect with
 
a peer.
 
Punctuate dialoguein guided group
 
instruction.
 
Punctuate,generate and analyze dialogue
 
and dialectindependently.
 
Establish studentmastery ofdeclarative
 
knowledge necessary to complete
 
writing section ofunit.
 
Decenter student's definitions ofmyth
 
andlegendby explicating
 
how folktales blur those
 
definitions.
 
Provide modelsofdialect.
 
Provide a model with no dialogue
 
Providea model writtenin verseform.
 
Provide modelsofexaggeration.
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Read the writing assignment
 
Generate questions
 
CharacterPlanning Sheet
 
MLFDraftPlan
 
Drafting
 
jMQLF Workshop
 
MLFRevisionPlan
 
Post-writing Reflection
 
Explicitlylink all previous activitiesto the
 
writing section ofthe unit.
 
Allow studentsto see previous activities as
 
toolsto helpthem make
 
decisionsabouttheirown
 
writing.
 
Setgoalsforthe succesrful completion of
 
the writing assignment.
 
Allow studeptstp choose a hero's name,
 
ti*aits,and the actionsto
 
demonstrate those timts.
 
Allow students to chposea central conflict
 
for the hero toface.
 
Providea methodforstudentsto decide
 
the genre to write,whether
 
ornottoincorporate
 
dialogiie/didect,choose
 
a setting and explain tiiatchoice.
 
Create a myth,legend orfolktale using
 
some or all the generic traits
 
explicated in the unit,relying on
 
thejoumals,practices,assignment
 
and plan sheetsfor clarification.
 
Link reading to writing by using modelS;
 
Permit	students to see iftheir visionsas
 
authors manifestin their audience.
 
Systematically consider whetheror notthe
 
drafthad the planned effect
 
on the audience.
 
Analyzehow the draftcan be revised to
 
bring it closer to the author's
 
originalideas, or how the draft
 
may bechangpd toincorporatethe
 
audience'sfeedback.
 
Look back Over problems,describe how
 
those problemscameintothe
 
author's conSciouspess.
 
Evaluate the strategies used tosolve
 
problemsand the effectivenessof
 
those strategies.
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Post-writing Reflection(cont.) Speculate on their ability to transfer skills
 
such as questioning or workshops
 
into other writing situations.
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APPENDIXB
 
TERMSANDDEFINITIONSFORMYTH,LEGENDANDFOLKTALEUNIT
 
Folktales- Stories handed downfrom generation to generation through the oral tradition.
 
They often reveal whata society values. Mythsandlegends are types of
 
folktales.
 
Oral tradition- Passing ofsongs,stories and poems by word ofmouth.
 
Myth-Fictionalexplanation ofanatural occurrence.
 
Legend-Widely told story aboutthe past. May or may notbe based on real people or
 
events.(These may have a kerneloftruth.)
 
Hero- Character whose actions are inspiring or noble;reflects whata culture values.
 
Character trait- Whatmakesa character who he is.Character traits are revealed through
 
characters'actions and thoughts. Strengfli,braveiy,loyalty and cleverness are
 
some heroic traits.
 
Dialogue-The wordscharactersspeak within a story. Enclosed in quotation marks.
 
Dialect-Language thatreflectsa character's background or culture. Doesn'talways
 
follow the rules ofstandard written English.
 
Exaggeration-Overstatementoften doneforhumororto stressa hero's larger-thein-life
 
nature.
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■ ; ;.APPENDiX;C: 
V v.C®JECTIVETEST; ^ ^
 
Mythandlegend MmTest
 
1. Choosethe term that matchesthe definition.5pts.ea.
 
1.Hero A. Story that may or may not be based
 
on real people orevents.
 
2.OralTradition B.The passing ofsongs,stories and talesfrom
 
generation to generation by word­
of-moutL
 
3.Myth C.Imaginative story that explainsa natural
 
occurrence
 
4.Legend D.Character whose actions are inspiring or noble;
 
reflects whataculture vdues
 
11. Place the letterofthe character(orcharacters)in the blank that bestdescribesthem.
 
Forsome ofthe descriptions,there maybe morethan one right answer. Putall that
 
apply. 3 pts.ea.
 
A.Naiya B.Atalanta C.The NezPercd Boy D.Prometheus E.Epimetheus
 
F.Zeus G.Aphrodite H.The CannibalDemon LTheWarGods
 
1.Rejected the b-aditional role she Wasexpected to fill.
 
_2. Suffered because he broughtfire to his people.
 
_3'Represented traits thatthe society did notadmire.
 
_4.Gently helped a heroine return to the role expected ofher
 
_5.Created mankind and gavethem the best protection.
 
_6.King ofthe Greek Gods
 
J.Greek GoddessofLove
 
_8.
 
_9.Hadjustfinished the sacred vigil
 
_10.Her husband had the help ofone ofthe goddesses.
 
III. For 10pts,, underline the dialogue that appearsin thefollowing passage. For5
 
more pts.,identify the nameofthetSeand the culture which producedit.
 
"Why certainly not,"insisted the oldinan,rubbing hislean kneesand shaking
 
his head overthe days that were gone. "No,no;let uslive in poverty rather than that
 
you should run such risks as these,6my daughter,"
 
 IV. Identify thefollowing Mesaseither myjflis orlegends by circling the appropriate
 
choice that appears underneath the tale. 5ptSi ea.
 
Narcissus,a handsoine Greek youth refused all love offered to him,preferring insteM
 
togaze upon hisown reflection in a pond. Aspunishmentfor hisindifference.
 
Aphrodite madehimfallinloye with hisownimagein the pool. Heretumed day after
 
day,butthe beautifulihiage he saw wotilii hotretum his attentions and he pined away
 
with longing and waschanged into theflowerthat bears hisname to this day.
 
Myth Legend
 
RoberttheBruce,King ofScotland wastrying desperately to drive the English outof
 
his homeland. Discouraged and weary,he took refuge on an island offthe coastof
 
Ireland. One morning he sat Watchingaspider mending her web^ She would slipfrom
 
the beana and struggle toclimb back upthe thread. Again and again she would slip,but
 
she alwaysstruggled her way back to the beam to continue her mending work,never
 
stopping. Robertleamed patience,perseverance and couragefrom the tiny spiderand
 
seven yearslater he wassuccessful in driving the Biglishfrom hisland.
 
Myth
 
BigTom wasaboutsix feettall and weighed overtwo hundred pounds,and he wasas
 
brave as he wasstrong. Infact,ittooktwo orthree men to tie him to the whipping post
 
before the overseer would thrash him. BigTom never broke;hejust gritted his teeth
 
and took itlike the real man he was. He made up his mind to escape and live with the
 
Indians. First,he toted a plank that waseightinches wide,ten inches thick and sixteen
 
feetlong to the edge oftheswamp and hid itthere. Another night,he dugsweet
 
potatoes and putthem in a sack with somecommealand smoked meat. He puthis store
 
in a hole near hiscabin and piled rockson itso the dogs wouldn't get it. When he got
 
ready toleave,he rubbed hisfeetandlegs with cayenne peppersothe bloodhounds
 
couldn't follow him and he madefor theswamp which wasfilled with alligators and
 
snakes and wild hogs. Evennow,it takesa brave man to gointo thatswamp atnight,
 
butBigTom waded into the boggyswamp,pulled up that plank andfloated on it when
 
the water wasdeepenough and laid it outasa bridge when the ground gottoosoggy to
 
walk on.
 
Myth Legend
 
TheAztecs were told by one oftheirgods thatan eagle with aserpentin its beak perched 
on a cactusona tiny island would be the placeforthem to settle. The Aztecssaw this 
sightonone ofthe islandsin the salt waterlake,which becameTenochtitldn,or Mexico 
City. ■/, 
■ ^ Legend 
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Tabby catsand Siamese cats haveafaint"M"on theirforeheads because Mohammed,
 
the prophetofIslam,wasstudying when one ofhis catsfell asleep on thelong,flowing
 
sleeve ofhis garment. Ratherthan wake the pet,he cutthe sleeve offofhis garmentand
 
touched the catlightly onthe head,blessingit.
 
Myth Legend
 
V. Namethe writing stages thatgo with thefollowing actions. Forfive pts.extra
 
credit,numberthem in the order suggested on your notes. 1 pt.ea
 
Thinking about your topic,reading examplesofthe kind ofwriting you will be doing,
 
reading and re-reading the assignment,brainstorming,talking aboutit with others,
 
listing,clustering,webbing,mapping,drawing. Anything that helps you getnew ideas
 
fallsin this stage.
 
Stage Suggested C)rder__
 
Final copy(with an interesting title). Computer,typewriter or blue or blackink. May
 
be shared with an audience outside of your classroom.
 
Stage Suggested Order
 
Reading your draft with morethoughtgiven to the purpose ofthe writing,the audience,
 
the tone, You may need toincubate yourideas attMsstage. Donotconfuseincubating
 
with giving up. Alwayscomplete the writing assignment.
 
Stage Suggested Order
 
Mechanicalfine tuning-spelling,punctuation.Word choice,sentence structure.
 
Stage Suggested Order
 
Writing,reading what you have written,re-reading die assignment,concentrate on
 
fulfilling the assignment'srequirements.
 
Stage Suggested Order_
 
VI. Onthe back ofthis paper,draw a picture ofone ofthe heroesfrom this unit
 
illustrating the character traits and actions that youthink are noble orinspiring. You
 
may label your drawing. 10 pts.
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APPENDIXD
 
HANNINGSHEETS
 
CharacterPlanning
 
In the diagram below,fillin the traits you want your hero to have. Youmay add spokes
 
(to representtraits)if you need to. Yon mighteven have more spokes(traits)than you
 
end up showing in your story. The main pointhere is to think at)out whatkind ofhero
 
you are going to create.
 
Now that you have a planfora hero,whatforce is thatcharacter going to struggle
 
against? Explainthe central conflictofyour tale in the space below.
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MLFDraftPlan
 
1. Will you write a myth,alegend,or a tale thatcombineselementsofthe two? Why?
 
2. Do you plan on using dialogue or dialect? Ifso,try writing aline ofdialogue as you
 
would hear your hero say it. (Forexample,how would your hero say,"Hello. Iam
 
glad you are here."? Ifnot,why not?
 
3. Mostofthe tales we read were seton thefrontier,orin the ancient past. WTiere and
 
when will your tale be set? Why?
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APPENDIXE
 
DRAFTWORKSHOP
 
Author'sname_
 
Group Members_
 
MLFWoricshop
 
DirectioEs: In your groups,one person other than the writer will read a tale out loud
 
Theother membersofthe group will answerth^ questionsbelow going beyond'yes'or
 
'no'. Ifyou answer yes,give specific examplesfrom the tale to support your answer.
 
Ifyou answer no,give helpful suggestionsfor revising. Remember,the group will be
 
doing thisto your paper and you wantall the constructive input you can get.
 
1. Is ttiisa myth,alegend or atalethatcombineselementsofthe two? give evidence
 
from the tale to support youranswer.
 
2. Listtwo main traits ofthe hero. How do youknow he orshe hasthose traits? Do
 
youfind those haitsinspiring or noble? Why or why not?
 
3. Underline any dialogue thatisin the tale. Isitdialect? Doyoulike the waythe
 
dialogue is Written? W^y? (Ifthere is no dialogue,either explain why thatisO.K
 
with you asreaders,or write the authora note aboutwhy and where you mightlike to
 
hearsome dialogue.)
 
4. Whatcan youinfer aboutthe writerfrom the tale you haveread? Fill in the diagram
 
below to help the author consider whatthey are saying abouttheir culture.
 
Evidence Inference
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5. Whatdid you like aboutthis tale? (Give2examples)
 
6. How would you revise this tale? (Give2suggestions,go beyondjustneatness,
 
spelling,or punctuation. Think about all youknow about myths,legendsand tales.)
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APPENDIXF
 
REVISIONPLAN
 
Have your tale,the workshop and your CharacterPlanning with you as work on this
 
revision plan.
 
1.Did the readersindicate that yourtale wasa myth,legend,orcombination ofthetwo
 
as you expected they would? \^yorwhynot?
 
2.Did the readers pick traits that you planned on your CharacterPlanning diagram? If
 
yes,whatdid they use asevidence ofthe traits? If not, how will you make sure that
 
those traits you want your audience to see in your hero are clear?
 
3. Did you agree or disagree with what your readers had to say aboutthe use of
 
dialogue/dialectin the tale? Whatchanges,ifany,do you plan on making to the use of
 
dialogueinthe tale?
 
4, Using yourknowledge ofmyths,legends and tales,as well asthe inputof your
 
readersin the workshop group,list atleast three ways you will revise your tale.
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APPENDIXG
 
POST-WRITINGREFLECTION
 
Complete thisONLY after you havefinished yourassignment Have yourMLFPacket
 
with you while you complete this. Use the back ofthe paper when necessary.
 
1.Describe one problem you experienced while writing this assignment.(Do not
 
mention spelling,punctuation or neatness). How did you become aware that you were
 
having the problem?
 
2. Did youtry morethan one wayto deal with the problem? How did youattemptto
 
solve the problem? How satisfied are you with the solution you used?
 
3. Did youlook back on any ofthe assignments or planning sheets we didfor help? ff
 
so,which ones did you use and how did they help you? Ifnot,can youthink ofsome
 
that mighthave helped you?
 
4.Ifyou had moretime to revise,whatrevisions do you think you might make? Why?
 
5. You have been asked to answer many questions to help you plan your writing. Do
 
you think answering these questions helped youthink clearly aboutyourassignment?
 
Why or why not?
 
Whatdid youleam about yourselfasa writerfrom this assignment?
 
Do you think you mightbe able to ask yourownquestions to help you writein the
 
future? Why or why not?
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